TRUSTED FOR REAL LIFE

SAFETY, QUALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY SOLUTIONS FOR THE TISSUE AND HYGIENE INDUSTRY

SGS IS THE WORLD’S LEADING INSPECTION, VERIFICATION, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION COMPANY

WWW.SGS.COM
SIGNIFICANT TESTS AT A GLANCE - **INSTANT VIDEO ON YOUR SMARTPHONE**

**BABY HYGIENE**
Absorption before leakage

No leaks! Meet the highest expectations for a diaper. We simulate night-time use, applying a specific sequence of dosages through mannequins until leakage occurs.

**FEMININE HYGIENE**
Simulation test

Security and confidence are major packaging claims in the femcare product area. This test, on mannequins, reflects product performance in anatomical usage conditions.

**ADULT INCONTINENCE**
Performance test

In this fast-growing sector, new designs and developments need rigorous testing to ensure products meet performance criteria and consumer needs.

**BABY HYGIENE**
Panda test

When performance testing is not enough, further expertise requires specific equipment and video. See what happens in realistic conditions.

**FEMININE HYGIENE**
Tampon syngina test

The performance of a tampon guarantees comfort and secure use. The Syngina Standard Test is recognised worldwide by professionals to limit the risk of extended use.

**TISSUE PAPER**
Dispersion time

An important household aspect of use. The flushability/dispersability is simulated through a vortex system.

**COTTON**
Pad absorbency

A cotton pad should receive any make up removal lotion without becoming completely damp. This test measures the absorption capacity, until the lotion pass through the cotton.

**CONTACT US**
SGS COURTRAY
Oignies, FRANCE

+33 (0)3 91 83 83 84
fr.hygience@sgs.com
www.sgs.com/tissuehygiene
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**WHEN YOU NEED TO BE SURE**